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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-82555)
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-38431)(P)
SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka IS - R - CUBA

Re Denver letter to NY (interoffice), 11/24/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one xerox copy each of referenced letter and letter to Denver Office from MORT STERN, editor of editorial page of "Denver Post."

Also enclosed is a xerox copy of a news article and a xerox copy of a letter from one LEON BERGER, 201 Sullivan St., NY 12, NY, which items were attached to the above referred to letter from MORT. STERN.

A review of NYO indices revealed a reference to one LEON L. BERGER in NY closed file [90-81653; serial 443; page 73.9], which is a NY report of LT GERALD A. NO CARVILLE, dated 6/12/48 and captioned "LIEUTENANT COLONEL GUSTAV ALEF-BOLIKOWIAK, WITH ALIASES WY TV, ESP-11, 12" This reference disclosed that on 5/13/48, ID [43] was made available to the NYO correspondence addressed to JAN GALEMICH, Consul General, Polish Consulate in NYC. One item of correspondence was a letter dated 5/4/48 from LEON L. BERGER, 201 Sullivan Street, NY, NY, in which BERGER commended GALEMICH on a talk which was given by GALEMICH on Municipal Radio Station WMNYC, on Sunday, 5/2/48, in honor of Polish Constitution Day.
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